
ACCOUNTS(IV)– A/cs-IV 

 
1. Acceptance, scrutiny and adjustment of expenditure received 

monthly from various paying agencies both in India and abroad 
viz., Indian Railways, I.C.F., CLW, DLW etc. 

 
2. Compilation and maintenance of Account Registers regarding 

expenditure relating to the Railway Board’s Rolling Stock Bulk 
Orders. 

 
3. Distribution of expenditure adjusted in this office to the allottee 

Railways after the revised estimates and final modification during 
the course of the year. Preparation of bills/vouchers for raising 
debit to various Railways and issue of TC’s in this connection. 

 
4. Compilation of periodical information and figures concerning 

detailed expenditure on Bulk Orders from M. Budget, R.S., 
Railway Planning and other branches of this office. 

 
5. To work out the variations between the budgetary figures and 

the actual expenditure against each Bulk Order Item at the end 
of the financial year and circulate explanations thereof after 
obtaining them from R.S.(B). 

 
6. Work regarding the closing of Accounts of Completed Bulk Orders 

both over the allottee Railways and in this office, viz., issue of 
closure advice, Scrutiny of CRs received from various Railways 
and posting of items in the register and monthly review of the 
Outstanding position and correspondence thereof. 

 
7.  Compilation of monthly approximate Account and Annual 

Appropriation Account relating to Bulk Orders. 
 
8. Work in connection with the adjustment and transfer of accounts 

withdrawn from A.I.D. loans as advised by F(LN) and upkeep of 
‘World Bank Loan’ account registers in connection therewith. 

 
9. Posting and maintenance of ‘Order Books’ containing particulars 

of Contracts & Orders placed by R.S. Branch for the procurement 
of Rolling Stock for the purpose of proper adjustment of 
expenditure in that connection. 

 
 
10. Upkeep of register and all other work regarding the verification 

etc. of closing balance in the Railway Fund to end of each month. 
Compilation of Railway Balances as advised by RBI every month. 

 
11. Compilation/Adjustment of Income Tax and Interest, as advised 

by the Railways/Units, for submission to the C.B.D.T./A.G.C.R 
and maintenance of detailed record thereof. 



 
12. All work in connection with the compilation of the monthly 

Revenue and Capital accounts current of the Railway Board’s 
Office, including receipt and issue of lists of transfer transactions, 
their reconciliation with the Railways/Units and the compilation 
of monthly Approximate Account Current. 

 
13. Payment of Bills to SBI for cost of Postage incurred for sending 

scrolls by SBI and Associate Banks to various Railways 
preparation and submission of revised estimate there-of to 
Budget Branch. 

 
14. Adjustments of items of magnitude on Proforma Basis outside 

the Books of RBI for the claims not settled through RBI through 
regular account pertaining to Non-Railway Officers. 

 
15. Indicating various items of Pools of Wheel sets and Wagon 

component Parts in the Expenditure Register from the statement 
furnished by RS(B)  Branch. 

 
16. Linking of the items of Maintenance requirements from the 

statement received from E. Railway for raising Debit against the 
concerned Railways. 

 
17. Review of Debits received towards IRFC fund as well as balance 

of the Fund running upto the end of the year. 
 
18. Affording of credit to various Railways to meet expenditure for 

procurement of Rolling Stock by the Railways to meet 
expenditure for procurement of Rolling Stock by the Railways out 
of the Funds provided by IRFC. 

 
19. Compilation of monthly Plan head wise/source wise expenditure. 

Annexure ‘A’ & Allied statements. 
 
20. Compilation of Abstract ‘X’ Coaching Earning, Abstract ‘Y’ Goods 

Earnings and Abstract ‘Z’ Sundry Earnings and different schedule 
of yearly Finance Accounts. 

 
21. Revenue earned from advertisements on Railway Stations. 
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